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* If you wish to receive this quarterly report on a regular basis, please contact us via email 
with the subject "Subscription". 
 

  

 

Disclaimer: 

The following material is for informational purposes only and should not be considered as a recommendation or an offer to buy or sell any asset, 

product or service to which this information may be related. Agrifex has not audited the information presented and does not guarantee its 

accuracy. Agrifex prepares this report based on public information found in newspapers, newsletters, internet websites, agricultural documents, 

others and therefore does not validate its veracity. 

 

Agrifex provides investment and financial 

advisory services in the Agricultural sector. 
 

• Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) 

• Business Valuations 

• Investment Projects 

• Private Fundraising (equity/debt) 

• Capital Markets instruments 

 

With a boutique profile, it offers tailored 

solutions for each of its clients. Among them, 

Agrifex has worked for private equity funds, 

family offices, HNWI and agricultural 

companies. 
 

M&A advisory is enriched through a 

representative agreement in South America 

of U.S.-based Verdant Partners LLC.  

Felipe Lanusse 
felipe@agrifex.com 

Luis Casanova 
luis@agrifex.com 

http://www.agrifex.com
http://www.agrifex.com/
http://www.verdantpartners.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/felipe-lanusse-48846920/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luis-casanova-28097313/
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The AGRIFEX REPORT Q2-2019 aims to summarize the main Agribusiness activities in 

investments, mergers and acquisitions in Argentina during the second quarter of 2019. 

Circulation is carried out quarterly to develop relevant information.  The document consists of 

three sections: 
 

Investments: in addition to the capital expenditures presented, it may include 

financing operations such as corporate bonds and stock offerings. 

 

Capital Markets: presents securities issued by Ag companies for financing purposes. 
 

Mergers & Acquisitions: together with local transactions, it presents some of the 

main transactions in the global scope. 
 

INVESTMENTS 

▪ Senasa invested US$ 9 MM in a laboratory in the town of Martínez, Buenos Aires. The 

investment was financed with credit provided by the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), through the Provincial Agricultural Services 

Program (Prosap). The laboratory, which has 9,000 m2 and in which 300 people work, is 

the place where official analysis parameters for Animals and Crops will be defined. 
 

▪ ProinVet, entrepreneurship belonging to the Proinvesa Group, opened a laboratory in 

Villa Devoto, CABA. The company developed a product that improves the existing 

intravaginal bovine synchronization and ovulation device. The investment was for US$ 5 

MM and represents a production capacity of 4 million annual doses. 
 

▪ Grupo Garabí announced investments of US$ 250 MM to build a sawmill in the town of 

Gobernador Virasoro, Corrientes. The project will be carried out in different stages. In 

the first phase, US$ 80 MM will be invested, and 130 new jobs will be created. Once the 

total investment of the project is finished, the plant will have the capacity to process 1 

MM annual tons of wood. 

 

▪ Apicofom, an association of forestry-industrial companies, invested US$ 10 MM in the 

construction of a wooden housing plant in Posadas, Misiones. The venture will employ 

100 people directly and will have a manufacturing capacity of 5,000 houses per year, 

which can be assembled in only 4 days. 
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▪ Manfrey, a Córdoba dairy cooperative, opened a long-life milk plant after an investment 

of ARS 100 MM. The plant will have a capacity of 6,000 liters/hour and will be able to 

result in greater value for the 550,000 liters of milk it receives per day. 
 

▪ Lácteos La Ramada announced investments of US$ 2 MM to expand its feed plant for 

cattle in the town of Esperanza, Santa Fe. The investment will aim to expand the storage 

capacity and increase production capacity by 50%, which would reach 6,000 tons per 

month. 

 

▪ Simplot, through its JV with the local San Fili, inaugurated a potato processing plant in 

the town of Luján de Cuyo, Mendoza. The plant has a processing capacity of 120,000 tons 

per year and, together with the 1,800 hectares of potato crops, demanded an investment 

of US $ 140 MM. 
 

▪ Forbio, JV between the Brazilian Forquímica and the local Dunger, will invest US$ 4 MM 

to build a distribution and logistics center in the industrial park of Roldan, Santa Fe. The 

disbursement will be made through Dunger SA, an Argentine company that had been 

marketing the products from Rosario. The Brazilian firm had its beginnings in 2005 in the 

city of Curitiba, and today sells its adjuvants and biological products in Paraguay, Bolivia 

and Colombia. 

 

▪ Grupo Origin Wine, owner of Finca La Anita, invested US$ 2 MM in improvements made 

in the winery and vineyards to increase the quality of their wines. This was done after 

the good results obtained with its wine "Luna" in the American and European markets 

last year. 
 

▪ Grupo Sogrape of Portugal capitalized its Argentine subsidiary, Finca Flichman, to make 

investments for US$ 15 MM. The capital investments were destined to the improvement 

of the vineyards, infrastructure and a new laboratory that will raise the quality 

parameters in its wine establishment located in Barrancas, Mendoza. 

 

▪ Solfrut, a member company of the Phrónesis Group, will invest US$ 14 MM in a new 

olive oil manufacturing plant with a capacity of 4,000 tons. By doing so, Solfrut will 

become the biggest olive oil processing plant in Latin America. 
 

▪ Andes Forage will invest ARS 50 MM in the production of alfalfa bales for export. The 

production will take place in the town of La Dormida, Mendoza and will be destined for 

the Chinese market along with countries of the Arabian peninsula. 
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▪ Frigorífico Alberdi, located in the town of Oro Verde, Entre Ríos, announced an 

investment of US$ 16 MM to double the slaughter capacity and add new production 

lines. 
 

▪ Frigorífico Calisa, located in the town of Racedo, Entre Ríos, announced an investment 

plan for US$ 40 MM through two projects: a processing plant and an animal reproduction 

plant in the town of Federal, in the north of the province of Entre Ríos. 

 

▪ Unión Agrícola Avellaneda, located in the north of Santa Fe, will invest US$ 2 MM to 

increase its productive capacity of poultry processing. The goal is to meet the increase in 

Chinese demand and accordingly increase production by 40%. 

 

▪ Aceleradora del Litoral, a startup accelerator of scientific-technological companies 

backed by the Universidad del Litoral, the Santa Fe Stock Exchange and the Litoral Centro 

Technology Park, signed an investment contract with three local enterprises: Bioheuris, 

a Rosario based company that develops agricultural biotechnology through gene editing; 

Nairotech, nanotechnology company applied to sports teams; and InbioAr, company 

dedicated to the manufacture of prototypes of agricultural bio-inputs. The amount 

allocated to these ventures was US$ 750,000. 
 

▪ Pacuca, pig production company associated to the Ledesma group, will invest US$ 6 MM 

in the construction of 3 biodigesters. It is carried out within the RenovAr 2.0 program 

where the company can generate 8,000 megabytes to introduce them into the electricity 

grid. The establishment, located in Roque Pérez, has 7,000 mothers and an annual 

production of 200,000 animals that are then slaughtered in their own facilities. 
 

▪ Vicentin accessed a loan of US $ 150 MM from FMO (Netherlands Development Bank) 

and Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank (CACIB). The destination of the funds 

will be to support the working capital necessary for its oil crushing and export operations. 

This occurs after the company made large investments to expand its capacity for 

crushing, receiving grain and also improvements at the ports. 
 

▪ Grupo Insud received a loan of US$ 30 MM from Banco Galicia to finance its project of 

electrical production based on forest biomass in the province of Corrientes. The “San 

Alonso Thermal Power Plant” project is part of the RenovAr 2.0 program and plans to 

employ 500 people during the construction and 30 fixed positions once completed. 

 
 

 

$ 
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▪ Desdelsur received an international loan of US$ 30 MM for 7 years from the IDB and 

Rabobank in equal shares. The funds will be allocated in part to the expansion of its 

feedlot in the town of Tartagal, Salta, with the aim of bringing it to 80,000 heads of 

capacity. They will also be used to expand their pulse and peanut processing plants, along 

with the refinancing of short-term loans. The financing rate was set at LIBOR + 5% with 

two years of grace period. 
 

CAPITAL MARKETS 

Corporate Bonds 

▪ Metalfor, Argentine agricultural machinery company, issued a corporate bond for AR $ 

30 MM. It consisted of the Series I for the company and by which it accessed an initial 

rate of 53.4% given the additional margin to the Badlar rate for a term of 24 months, 

representing a duration equivalent to 14.4 months for the security. 

 

▪ Sojas Argentinas, grain storage company from the town of Marcos Juárez, issued a 

corporate bond for AR$ 2 MM. It consisted for the company's Series I and by which it 

accessed an initial rate of 56.1% given the additional margin to the Badlar rate for a term 

of 24 months, representing a duration equivalent to 14.3 months for the security. 

 

▪ Plumada Agropecuaria, cattle company from Salta, issued a corporate bond for AR$ 5 

MM. It consisted of Series I for the company and by which it accessed an initial rate of 

60.1% given the additional margin to the Badlar rate for a term of 37 months, 

representing a duration equivalent to 14.5 months for the security. 

 

▪ Celulosa Argentina, local forestry-industrial company, issued a corporate bond for US$ 

3.5 MM. It consisted of a Class 12 for the company and for which it agreed to a fixed rate 

of 10% for a period of 6 months, representing a duration equivalent to 4.8 months for 

the security. 

 

▪ John Deere, agricultural machinery multinational, issued a corporate bond for US$ 47.3 

MM. It consisted of a Class XVIII for the company and for which it agreed to a fixed rate 

of 9.5% for a term of 12 months, representing a duration equivalent to 11.6 months for 

the security. 
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Financial Trusts 

▪ Syngenta, agricultural inputs multinational, structured the financial trust Crescere VII for 

which it raised US$ 36.8 MM at a fixed rate of 3.9% for a period of 5 months (duration 

1.7 months). The trust assets were commercial credits on sales of agricultural inputs from 

Syngenta. 
 

Mutual Funds 

▪ Megainver structured the FCI Megainver Strategy Agro I for US$ 10.6 MM. The fund will 

aim to invest in agricultural assets such as wheat, soybeans and corn, and in financial 

instruments derived from such products (futures, options and swaps). 

 

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS (M&A) 

Global Scope 

▪ Harvard University divests 55,000 hectares of forest in Uruguay for a value close to US$ 

300 MM acquired by Agroempresa Forestal. The buyer, through the creation of three 

trusts, financed the investment with the contribution of Uruguayan pension funds. The 

Harvard fund had invested in 2006 and was responsible for the development and 

planting of the project.  
 

▪ Syngenta and The Nature Conservancy (TNC) announced a collaboration agreement 

called "innovation for nature" to promote the improvement of soil health, resource 

efficiency and protection of the world's major agricultural regions. This project unites 

Syngenta's research and development capabilities and the scientific and conservation 

experience of TNC to expand sustainable agricultural practices. 

 

▪ S&W Seed Company and Corteva announced an agreement for the exclusive sale of 

alfalfa seed that replaces the 2014 agreements between S&W and Pioneer. As part of 

the new agreement, S&W will receive for its genetics US$ 45 MM at closing plus US$ 25 

MM payable on different dates scheduled until February 2021. 

 

▪ KWS announced that it signed a binding agreement to acquire Pop Vriend Seeds. The 

latter is a leading Dutch company in the spinach seed market that had a turnover of 75 

MM euros in the 2017/2018 campaign. The acquisition takes place within the strategic 

growth plan of KWS in the vegetable segment. 
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▪ Impossible Foods, Silicon Valley-based startup that makes plant-based hamburgers, 

raised US$ 300 MM in its last round of capital financing. Since it was founded in 2011 it 

has raised more than US$ 750 MM and its products are sold in more than 7,000 

restaurants in the world. 

 

▪ Aleph Farms, Israeli startup that produces cuts of meat from bovine cells, has raised US$ 

12 MM in its Series A led by Singapore investor VisVires New Protein. Aleph Farms plans 

to start building biological farms and move towards a launch of consumer products 

within three to five years. 

 

Local Scope 

▪ Grupo Pérez Companc divests its participation in Del Verde, an Italian company 

dedicated to the manufacture of pasta. The acquisition was made by the Italian group 

Newlat Food, valuing the company at US$ 10.4 MM. The amount resulting from the 

transaction will be net of the financial debt and the adjustment of working capital. The 

Argentine group will keep the license to market the brand in the country. This sale takes 

place within a general reallocation of assets by the Pérez Companc Group. 
 

▪ Arcor and Bagley exercised their call options to acquire additional shares of Mastellone. 

This last transaction was for US$ 1 MM, corresponding to 2.3 MM of shares. Arcor and 

Bagley thus achieve to have 43% of the dairy company, having the possibility of acquiring 

up to 49% of the company's outstanding shares through additional call options. 
 

▪ Victoria Capital will inject US$ 100 MM in Grupo Los Grobo to reduce the company's 

financial exposure. As publicly reported, the objective of the capitalization is to reduce 

the debt of Los Grobo from US$ 243 MM to US$ 171 MM. Victoria Capital acquired, 

together with FMO, UTIMCO and IFC, 76% of Grupo Los Grobo for US$ 100 MM in 2016. 
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SUMMARY 

 The AGRIFEX REPORT Q2-2019 presents a quarter with many investment projects. 
Among them, we highlight the announcements in some sectors particularly: forestry, dairy, 
meat processing, and wine. It is worth emphasizing the idea that such plans are considered in 
different regions of Argentina, helping to the federal development of agricultural activity. 
 

 Moreover, we incorporated into the report a section of capital market instruments 
as we consider them to be an important alternative for companies in the Ag sector. In it, issues 
of corporate bonds, financial trusts and mutual funds are exposed, but it is also worth 
mentioning that there are other useful instruments such as futures contracts, short-term fixed-
income funds (money market), check discounts, etc. 
 

 Another notable theme of the quarter was the international credits obtained by 
the national companies Vicentin and Desdelsur. They reflect the great productive potential that 
international credit organizations see in some companies in the local Ag sector, which leads 
them to grant long-term financing for the development of their activities. We believe that other 
companies in the sector should also seek similar loans to achieve better financial planning with 
more favorable terms and rates. 
 

 As reflected in the report, local M&A transactions showed a decrease compared to 

previous quarters. It remains to be seen if this decline is accentuated in Q3 and Q4 of 2020. At 

the international level, the support of investors to startups associated with products of plant 

origin that seek to replace products of animal origin (i.e.: meat) is still booming. Finally, the 

alliance signed between Syngenta and The Nature Conservancy generates good expectations as 

it intends to merge productive needs with ecological conservation needs. We hope it will serve 

to achieve a more sustainable development of agricultural activity worldwide. 
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